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Abstract The RoboCup Simulator League competition is a very inter�

esting laboratory for open cognitive multi�agent systems� It presents an

environment where two robot teams play soccer	 with all the challenges

that this task brings�up� In this environment each player has its own

vision system	 there is no single agent that has a global view of the �eld�

Another restriction is that a very narrow communication band�width is

allowed to inter�agent communication� The UFSC�Team adopts a cogni�

tive multi�agent approach where most part of the cooperation process is

based on visual information and where the exchanged messages are just

used to decide the role each agent should play in a prede�ned strategy�

Content Areas� RoboCup� Multi�Agent Systems� Cognitive Agents�

� Introduction

The World Robot Cup �RoboCup� �KTS���� �KAK���� Simulator league com�
petition is a very interesting laboratory for Open Cognitive Multi�Agent Systems
�SDB���� In this competition a robot soccer match is played by two team with ��
players in a simulator� In this simulator each robot is completely autonomous�
Each one has its own vison system and it is controlled by one or more agents�

According to the RoboCup Simulator League rules	 the inter�agent communi�
cation is permitted only through the Soccer Server and limited to a very narrow
band�width� Because of this	 the cooperation process should be based mainly on
perceptual information	 rather then on inter�agent communication�

This paper describes the UFSC�Team	 a cognitive multi�agent system ap�
proach to the RoboCup
�� Simulator League� This team uses a cooperation
process based mainly on the agent visual information but that also makes use
of a small amount of auditive information	 i�e�	 message exchange according to
the RoboCup Simulator terminology� The UFSC�Team agent architecture is de�
scribed in Section �� In Sections � to 	 the team structure	 team behavior and
agent behavior are described� The cooperation process is presented in section ��
Finally	 in Section �	 the conclusions and perspectives are presented�

M. Asada and H. Kitano (Eds.): RoboCup-98, LNAI 1604, pp. 371-376, 1999. 
c Springer-Verlag Heidelberg Berlin 1999



� The Agent Architecture

The UFSC�Team agent architecture is based on the Expert�Coop system �BC����
It presents a concurrent architecture� and is implemented using the C�� pro�
gramming language� The agent architecture consists of the following processes	
the Interface process
 the Coordinator process� with its respective mail box pro�
cess
 and the Expert process� that also has its own mail box process�
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Figure�� UFSC�Team Agent Architecture

The Interface process is performed by a reactive agent responsible by the
communication with the Soccer Server� It receives� from the Soccer Server� both�
visual and auditive� information and transmits the action chosen by the cognitive
agent�

The Coordinator process is responsible by the agent cooperation and by
the communication among the team agents� It also provides the agent group
management functionalities�

The Expert process supports the cognitive behavior of the agent� This process
has an embodied knowledge�based system� built from the Ilog Rules ��� system
�ILO���� This knowledge�based system contains a set of rule bases� each one
associated with a specic role� that should be performed by the agent� such
as mid�elder player role� attacker player role� etc� These rule bases codify the
practiced plays associated with the respective role�

The Coordinator mail box process receives all the messages addressed to the
agent� either by other agent�s Coordinator processes� or by its own Interface
process� The Expert mail box process just receives the messages sent to the
Expert process by its associated Coordinator process�

� Team Structure

The proposed multi�agent soccer team is composed by eleven players� imple�
mented through software agents based on the Expert�Coop� The team has a
tactical formation� like in real human soccer� Each tactical formation is repre�
sented by three numbers that specify how many players are� by default� in the
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defense� mis�eld and attack areas �e�g�� ������ ������ etc��� This tactical formation
can be modi	ed dynamically according to the team goals� the match score� the
time left� etc� Also like in human soccer� each player has a tactical positioning

that de	nes its default position and the respective movement inside the soccer
	eld� The tactical formation� associated with the tactical positioning� speci	es a
role and the respective behaviors for each player �e�g� left side player� center for�
ward player� etc�� Again analogously to the human soccer� the players are joined
into four groups 
 goalkeeper� defender� mid�	elder and attacker 
 according to
their respective roles and behaviors� These groups are open groups� but for one
player to join a given group� it is necessary that it has the required behaviors
to play the group roles� Finally� a player can have more than one role and take
part in more than one group�

� Team Behavior

The team behavior is given by a tactical formation� or a tactical formation set�
�SV�� and the respective tactical positioning� In our approach� one basic tactical

formation was chosen� �������� see 	gure �� This basic tactical formation de	nes
the general movement of the team�
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Figure�� The team home formation

Two other tactical formations� the defensive formation and the attack forma�

tion� derived from the basic formation� were chosen to be implemented� The 	rst
one� the attack formation� should be performed when the team has the control
of the ball and goes forward trying to make a goal� The other one� the defensive

formation� is adopted when the team looses the ball control and goes back either
to avoid that the other team make a goal or to get the ball control back� see
	gure ��
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Figure�� The team defensive formation and the attack formation

� Agent Behavior

In the adopted MAS approach� each player has its own knowledge domain about

the environment� This knowledge domain can be divided into perceptual knowl�

edge and social knowledge� Perceptual knowledge consists of auditive informa�

tion� i�e�� the messages sent by the other agents of the team� and visual in�

formation� i�e�� the positions of the neighbor players� of the ball� and of the

�eld limits� Perceptual knowledge is derived from the information provided by

the Soccer Server and it is limited by the robot�s perceptual range� The social

knowledge consists of a set of rule bases that codify� in the form of typical re�

active behaviors� the di�erent roles that an agent should assume when involved

in di�erent practiced plays� This knowledge is determined by the agent tactical

positioning� The social knowledge also contains miscellaneous information� such

as the score� the time left� etc�� and a meta rule base� common to all agents that

belong to the same tactical group� This meta rule base is used when the agent

has the ball control in order to choose the most appropriate practiced play�

� Cooperation Process

The cooperation process among the UFSC�Team agents happens basically under

two situation� when the team has the ball under control and when the team tries

to get the ball control back�

In the �rst situation� when the team has the ball under its own control� the

agent who keeps the ball will choose� using its tactical group meta rule base�

one of the practiced plays� according to the acquired visual information� the

agent position in the �eld� game score� time left� etc� Once the practiced play is

chosen� the agent will inform the other agents involved in the speci�c practiced

play� through an auditive message� which one was chosen to be performed and

what are their roles in the play� Once the information received� these other

agents� that do not have the ball control� will load the rule bases associated with

their speci�c roles in the play� These rules will drive these agents to the best
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positioning� according to the chosen practiced play� but taking into account the
current tactical formation�

In the second situation� when the team tries to get the ball control back�
the agents will assume the defensive tactical formation� In this case� each agent
load its default defensive rule base� These rules� according to the perceptual
information� will drive the agent to perform some defensive behaviors� such as
the area defensive behavior� In this case� the rules associated with the agents in
the attacker and mid��elder groups drive them back to their �eld and keep their
auditive capability ready to receive a help request from an agent of the defender
group to join in a group that is performing a speci�c defensive behavior�

� Results on RoboCup���

In RoboCup���� the UFSC�Team played four matches and lost all of them� The
best result was against the UBU team� UBU � x 	 UFSC�Team� RoboCup���
was the �rst opportunity to evaluate in practice our research work and to com�
pare it with other teams� The main problem presented by the UFSC�Team in
RoboCup��� was the real�time response� The team was not able to attend the
soccerserver real�time restrictions� resulting in a very slow reaction time� This
problem happened because one of the agent processes� the expert process� was
executed in an interpreted mode� Because of software compatibility ploblems�
during the RoboCup���� we didn�t had enough time to �x this problem before
the competition�

� Conclusion

The UFSC�Team presents an open cognitive multi�agent approach to the RoboCup
Simulator League�It is based on the Expert�Coop environment and it presents
a concurrent architecture to cognitive multi�agent systems that improves the
agent performance and allows it to attend real�time restrictions� on best e
ort
approach� Its cognitive behavior is based on a powerful knowledge�based sys�
tem shell� the ILOG Rules ��	 �ILO��� that allows the agents to dynamically
choose an adequate rule base� according to the di
erent roles and behaviors to
be performed�

� Future Works

Some e
ort to improve the UFSC�Team real�time response is being undertaken�
A Case�Based Reasoning approach has been applied to the expert process knowl�
edge base in order to improve its knowledge management capabilities� We intend
also to incorporate a new inference engine into the expert process� Beside this
other agent cooperation strategies are being implemented and tested to be inte�
grated into the Coordinator process�
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In the near future� a real robot soccer team should be implemented to par�
ticipate in the RoboCup Small Size League and RoboCup Full Set Small Size
League� where inter�agent communication has no restriction� The unrestricted
communication will allow the agent team to use more sophisticated cooperations
strategies that use both� agent perception and inter�agents communication� such
as the Dynamic Social Knowledge Cooperation Strategy �CB���� or some cooper�
ation strategies based on the Negotiation Behavior �Pru��� �SPJ�	��
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